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Exercises of radiometry
Solid angles
Ex. 1) What is the solid angle subtended at the center of a cube by one of its faces ?
Ex. 2) The angular diameter of the sun as seen from the earth is roughly 0.5 degree of arc. What is
the solid angle subtended by the sun from the earth?
Ex. 3) Consider a flat disc of radius R (10cm). What is its solid angle when viewed normally from a
distance d? Down to which distance does the inverse square law (with respect to distance) hold, if
one wants to keep error below 1%? Is the error under or over valued?
Photometric quantities
Ex. 4) What is the luminous intensity of a light bulb emitting a luminous flux of 270 lm?
Ex. 5) For reading a book one needs a 50 lux illuminance. A bulb of 100 cd is used for illumination.
Calculate the required distance of the lamb to the book.
Ex. 6) A red LED emits a power of 1W, at λ ≈ .6 µm. How many photons is it emitting per second?
What is the photon flux for a blue LED of same power, emitting at λ ≈ .45 µm?
Relations between photometric quantities
Ex. 7) A light bulb with an intensity of 1000 cd is hang at a height y from the center of the floor of a
room having square shape with diagonal length of 6 m. For which value of y the illuminance at the
bottom corner A of the floor is maximum?

Ex. 8) A lamp S of flux F, of small dimension and isotropic, illuminates a vertical, flat surface. It
can slide along a horizontal axis perpendicular to the surface. With this set-up, one would like to
maximize the irradiance of the planar surface at a given point P, situated at some distance d from
the displacement axis of the lamp.
Which must be the distance x between the planar surface and the lamp?
What is then the value of the planar surface irradiance at P with respect to d and F?
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Ex. 9) A is a circular source with a radiance of 10 W.sr1
.cm-2 radiating uniformly toward plane BC. The
diameter of A subtends 2° from point B. The distance
AB is 100 cm and the distance BC is 100 cm. An optical
system at D forms an image of the region about point C
at E. Plane BC is a diffuse (lambertian) reflector with a
reflectivity of 70%. The optical system (D) has a 1 in2
aperture (1 inch = 2.54 cm) and the distance from D to
E is 100 inch. The transmission of the optical system is
80%. We wish to determine the power incident on a 1cm square photodetector at E.
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a) Determine successively: the irradiance at B, the
irradiance at C, the reflected radiance at C, the
irradiance of the detector at E and finally the power
received by the detector.
b) Consider the same problem in photometry units,
from a source with a luminance of 10 candles.cm-2
(express the results in appropriate unit system).

Ex. 10) A student is working on his desk. In front of him, he has a lamp containing a light bulb
(Power P = 60 W and luminous efficacity e = 15 lm/W) which may be considered as an isotropic
point source A located at dL = 50 cm from the center B of the desk. The line AB forms an angle θL
= 30° with the normal of the desk. Behind the lamp, there is a small square window with side
length x = 70 cm, centered at 1 m above the desk, on a wall being at 1 m from B. The glass has a
transmittance Tg = 0.9 and through it one can only see the neighboring building, i.e. a lambertian
grey wall (albedo ρw = 0.7) parallel to the window. The luminance can be assumed uniform
through every point of the window.
At that time, the sun is in front of the wall, at θ = 30° from the
zenith (normal of the ground). The sun luminance is Ls = 2.109
cd.m-2 and its angular diameter is 2 αs = 0.5 °. However, from
time to time, a cloud masks the sun. The wall is thus illuminated
by diffuse ambient light and the irradiance on it is Ew = 4000 lux.
Knowing that the student needs 200 lux to work, does he need to
turn his lamp on in absence of cloud? and in presence of cloud?
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Ex. 11) Consider a diffuse (non-lambertian) flat disc of radius R and radiance L ( θ ) = L0 cosθ where
θ is the angle between its normal and any direction in space.
a)
b)
c)
d)

What is the exittance and total flux emitted by such a disc?
What is its intensity with respect to θ?
What would be the irradiance of an on axis-screen, close to the disc?
Compare those results with what would be obtained with a lambertian source of same size
and shape.

Ex. 12) The sun luminance is Ls = 2.109 cd.m-2 and its angular diameter is 2αs = 0.5°.
a) What is the direct solar illuminance of a flat surface under normal incidence ?
b) What is the size of the image of the sun as given by a lens of focal length f = 50 mm and of
diameter Dop = 10 mm. What is hence the illuminance of that image if Top = 90 %?
Ex. 13) A digital camera is being used in order to take a picture of a Lambertian, square flat panel.
The panel luminance is L0 = 50 cd.m-2 and its side is A = 1 m. The panel is centred on the lens axis,
at a distance d1 = 10 m. Characteristics of the camera are the following: its transmittance T is 80%,
its focal length f is 30 mm and its aperture number f# is 8.
a) What is the size a of the image in the image plane?
b) What is the illuminance E0 of the on-axis pixel of the camera?
c) What is the illuminance non-uniformity between the central pixel and the most far off pixel
on the diagonal of the panel? Suppose this camera has got no vignetting.
d) Same questions if the panel is now at a distance d2 = 5 m from the camera.
Ex. 14) In order to calibrate the irradiance from collimated laser sources, one measures the
backscattered laser intensity of “reference” objects, when they are being illuminated by these
sources. One of these reference objects is a spherical mirror of radius R (~1 cm) and reflectance
100%.
a) What is the backscatter intensity I1 of such an object with respect to laser irradiance E and
radius of the sphere?
b) What would this intensity be (I2) if the surface of the sphere was perfectly diffuse?

Photometry, exercise 10.
Wall illuminated by the sun
The geometrical extent attached to the luminance Ls is the product of the solid angle 2π (1 − cosα s )
and the apparent area ds cosθ where ds is the area of a small piece of wall. The flux element
received by this piece of wall is
dF =
Ls 2π (1 − cosα s ) ds cos ( π − θL )

and the illuminance on this piece of wall is

=
E

dF
= Ls 2π (1 − cosα s ) sinθ
ds

Since the wall is a Lambertian reflector with reflance (or albedo) ρw = 0.7, the exitance of the wall is
=
M ρ=
w E ρw Ls 2π (1 − cosα s ) sinθ

and the luminance flowing in every direction (therefore towards the window) is

L=
w

M
= ρw Ls 2 (1 − cosα s ) sinθ
π

Once having crossed the window, the luminance becomes Ldesk = TgLw .
Let us consider a small piece of the desk with area dA. The geometrical extent subtended by this
piece of desk and the window (whose center is denoted W) is
x 2 cos ( 45° ) × dAcos ( 45° ) x 2dA
dG =
=
4
BW 2

since BW = 2 m and cos(45°) = 1 / 2 . The flux striking the piece of desk is
=
dFdesk Ldesk
=
dG Tgρw Ls 2 (1 − cosα s ) sinθ

x 2dA
4

and the illuminance of this piece of desk is
Edesk
=
( sun)

dFdesk
x2
= Tgρw Ls (1 − cosα s ) sinθ
2
dA

Wall illuminated through a cloud :
The illuminance of the piece of wall is Ew. The exitance is therefore ρEw and the luminance flowing in
every direction (therefore towards the window) is

Lw′ =

ρw Ew
π

Following similar line of reasoning as above with this luminance, the illuminance of the desk is
′ x2
Edesk=
(cloud ) T=
gLw

Tgρw Ew x 2
4π

Numerical evaluation:
Edesk ( sun) ≈ 1470 lux (no lamp is needed) and Edesk (cloud ) ≈ 98 lux (a lamp is needed).

Lamp
The intensity of the lamp in every direction (therefore towards B) is
=I

Flamp Pe
=
4π
4π

By considering the small piece of desk dA, the solid angle subtended by it from the lamp is
dω =

dAcosθ L
dL2

The flux element received by dA is
dF
= Id=
ω

Pe dAcosθ L
⋅
4π
dL2

and finally, the illuminance of the desk in B is
=
Elamp

dF Pe cosθ L
=
dA
4πdL2

Numerical evaluation : Elamp ≈ 780 lux.
The lamp gives enough light to the student to read in presence of cloud.

